Slim Tones Laser Like Lipo
Can Help You
*Reduce Fat
*Reduce Stretch Marks
*Skin Shrinkage
*Lose Inches
*Eliminate Cellulite
*Spot Reduction
*Chin “Tucks” with chin fat
*Eliminate Muffin Tops Easily
and Effortlessly

LASER

How it works
It is a cold laser light, applied directly to the
skin, which causes the fat cells to open up and
release their “fat” contents, which is the same
thing that happens when you exercise. Only the
hormones cause the fat cells to release fats
when you exercise. The water, glycerol, and free
fatty acids leave the cell, and your fat cell
shrinks.

This is Safe —It is just a cold laser light,
no cutting or invasive procedures. The same
process that exercise causes the fat cells to go
through, happens from the paddles.

Contact
HEATH

579 Hebron Road
Heath, Ohio 43056

740.522.8747

ZANESVILLE
1204 Brandywine Blvd, Suite C
Zanesville, Ohio 43701

740.450.1600

New non-surgical laser
like technology shrinks
fat while you lie there

LIKE
LIPO

THE CENTER

SANCTUM
www.TheCenterSanctum.com

Lose 7-23 inches of Fat in 42 days
Lose 2-5 dress pant sizes in 42 days
Zero Drugs, Zero Surgery, Zero Pain

THE CENTER

SANCTUM
S LI M T O N E S

This new laser like
technology gives
you hope

FAQs
How many times do I need it?

Have you felt frustrated you haven’t lost those
7-23 inches – doing diet and exercise? Lost
hope? When you see the fat come off quickly,
you will have hope, and be more inspired to
make the changes you know you should be
doing. Not to mention the health benefits of
losing weight.
*Hope for people who exercise and eat right, but
still have those problem areas; this can spot
reduce trouble areas
*Hope for people who diet and exercise, but it
doesn’t seem to help them lose weight, and they
lose motivation to continue
*Hope for people with cellulite – to
smooth out the skin
*Hope for people with excess skin, after losing
weight, and they don’t want to go in for surgery
*Hope for people who want to see immediate
results – for the motivation to make lasting
lifestyle changes
*Many patients find it easy to do the right
things after they have the results this machine
produces for them

9-18 sessions takes an average of 7-23 inches total,
respectively – how much fat do you want to lose?

Do I have to do other things to lose the fat?
Only for bigger results – 7 inches with minor
lifestyle changes, 18-23 inches with major lifestyle
changes, like diet and exercise. We have support if
you choose to change your life while doing the
sessions.

What do you do to keep the fat off?

Would you ever have
dreamed, you could lie
there, and have the
inches literally melt off
you because of shining
a high-tech equipment
on your belly, thighs,
chin or wherever you
want to lose fat?
Yes it works. We have a double

satisfaction pledge to back it up.
But first, how it works: The laser light
process is almost exactly the same as
exercise, only instead of hormones
opening the fat cells (as with exercise),
the laser light opens the fat cells –
right through your skin! The same
stuff comes out of the fat cells, and the
fat cells get smaller.

Normal things you need to keep weight off – diet
and exercise, drinking water, etc.

When can I do it?
We are open early and close late. Appointment
times vary depending on availability. Sometimes,
there is a wait, so call today.

What Kind of Results are Produced?
12.25 inches AVERAGE–the most lost in 18 sessions
is 23 inches. People who make major lifestyle
changes are on the higher end of the average, and
those who don’t, the lower end.

What is Involved?
For the procedure, 3 sessions a week for 3-6 weeks,
45 min per session. You relax in a comfortable
position while a trained technician places two
paddles and two smaller paddles to the target
areas. Then lay back, relax, read, or whatever you
like. Then you go to the vibrating platform for
exercise and lymphatic drainage.

Where Does the Fat Go?
After the paddles are removed, you move to our
state-of-the-art vibrating platform for a short
sequence. This will stimulate lymphatic drainage
and jump start the weight loss process!

How Quickly Will I See Results?
97% of clients see measureable results after their
first session.

